We provide unified phenomenological description of magnetooptic effects being linear and quadratic in magnetization. The description is based on few principal spectra, describing elements of permittivity tensor up to the second order in magnetization. Each permittivity tensor element for any magnetization direction and any sample surface orientation is simply determined by weighted summation of the principal spectra, where weights are given by crystallographic and magnetization orientations. The number of principal spectra depends on the symmetry of the crystal. In cubic crystals owning point symmetry we need only four principal spectra. Here, the principal spectra are expressed by ab-initio calculations for bcc Fe, fcc Co and fcc Ni in optical range as well as in hard and soft x-ray energy range, i.e. at the 2p-and 3p-edges. We also express principal spectra analytically using modified Kubo formula.
This approach was extended to tetragonal crystal field by Laan et al, extending number of fundamental spectra to four, demonstrated on CoFe 2 O 4 [31] . Krug et al [32] have generalize this approach from XMLD fundamental spectra to fundamental spectra of scattering form-factor F, where imaginary part of F corresponds to light absorption. Later, Havekort et al have expressed symmetry arguments also for other crystal symmetries [33] . Recently, the quadratic effects in magnetization like Voigt in reflection or XMLD were detected and theoretically explained also in the soft x-ray energy range, i. e. at the 3p edges of transition metals [6, [34] [35] [36] .
From phenomenological point of view, all magnetooptic effects are described by conductivity σ ij , permittivity ε ij or scattering F ij tensors, being simply convertible between each other. In following, we use tensor of permittivity, being mostly employed in optical community. From quantum-mechanical point of view, the fundamental part of the permittivity tensor is optical absorption, related to optical dispersion by Kramers-Kronig relations [37] . The relations of magnetooptic response (or in general to any magneto-transport) to crystallographic orientation is given by symmetry arguments, predicting dependence of the permittivity tensor elements on magnetization direction for effects being independent, linear, quadratic, cubic etc in magnetization. In case of magnetooptic effects quadraticin-magnetization, the form of such tensors can be found in works of Birss [38] , Nye [39] and Bhagavantam [40] and Visnovsky [41] , whose notation is used in this article. Symmetry arguments predict, that the permittivity tensor is given by a weighted sum of constituent single dielectric tensor elements, where their weights are given solely by direction of magnetization.
In this article, we express principal spectra, i.e. the non-magnetic, linear and quadratic contributions in magnetization for permittivity tensors, from which the complete spectra of permittivity tensor can be obtained for any magnetization direction. Then, we express principal spectra calculated from first principles of cubic material bcc Fe, fcc Co and fcc Ni for three spectral ranges, extended visible range, soft and hard x-rays (at the 2p-edges and 3p-edges, respectively). Also, we express principal spectra directly using modified Kubo formula. Finally, we briefly express relations between signal measured by various magnetooptical techniques and off-diagonal permittivity elements.
I. PERMITTIVITY TENSOR IN CUBIC CRYSTALS
The optical or conductivity properties of generally anisotropic material are described by (generally complex) permittivity ε ij or conductivity σ ij tensor, being mutually related by (in SI units) ε ij = iσ ij /ω + δ ij , where δ ij being Kronecker delta and ω light frequency (i.e. ω = 0 corresponds to d.c. current). Onsager relations require antisymmetry in magnetization direction, ε ij (M ) = ε ji (−M ). As various magnetization direction causes small perturbation to the crystal optical properties, ε ij , they can be expressed as Taylor series of permittivity tensor in direction of M [41] 
where superscripts denote zeroth, first, second etc. order in magnetization. Optical permittivity independent on magnetization direction is ε (0) ij and in case of cubic crystal, it has unitary form ε (0) ij = ε (0) δ ij . The term linear in magnetization ε
(1) ij = K ijk M k is described by third-order tensor K ijk , where Onsager relations assures ε
ji . In case of cubic crystals, it has simple form K ijk = ijk K, where ijk is Levi-Civita symbol and K is linear magnetooptic element.
The term quadratic in magnetization ε (2) ij = G ijkl M k M l is described by fourth order tensor G ijkl , with Onsager relations assuring ε
ji . In case of cubic crystal withx [100],ŷ [010],ẑ [001], the G ijkl tensor can be written in compact form as [38] [39] [40] [41] 
In order to express G-elements for crystals with cubic symmetry, the elements can be rearranged defining G s = G 11 −(G 12 +G 21 )/2 and ∆Γ = (G 12 −G 21 )/2. Note that alternative way used to express anisotropy of the permittivity is ∆G = G 11 − 2G 44 − (G 12 + G 21 )/2 [16, 42] . In case of cubic crystals owning point O h symmetry, G 12 = G 21 and hence G s = G 11 − G 12 , ∆Γ = 0 [40] . In case of isotropic medium, then both ∆G = 0, ∆Γ = 0. Furthermore, notice, that spectra of G 11 element can not be determined (only value of G s ) as for the ferromagnetic materials, the magnitude 
ij on magnetization direction, as predicted by symmetry arguments for cubic crystals with O h point symmetry (hence ∆Γ = 0). The superscript denotes the order of magnetization for a given permittivity element. Unlisted permittivity elements are zero. of magnetization vector |M | is constant for any magnetization direction and hence G 11 becomes inseparable part of ε (0) . Hence, spectra of any permittivity element ε ij (up to second order in magnetization) can be expressed as weighted sum of principal spectra, where the weights are determined by crystallographic and magnetization directions. oriented crystal for two magnetization scans, used later in ab-initio calculations. Namely, the angular dependence of ε ij permittivity elements is expressed for two magnetization scans, in-plane (θ = 90
• , ϕ ∈ 0; 
. See Ref. [42] providing weighting factors of principal spectra for general magnetization direction and several crystallographic orientations.
II. DETERMINATION OF PRINCIPAL SPECTRA
To determine all principal spectra we first separate linear and quadratic contributions, by extracting off-diagonal linear in magnetization ((ε ij −ε ji )/2, i = j), off-diagonal quadratic in magnetization ((ε ij +ε ji )/2, i = j) and diagonal quadratic in magnetization ((ε ii − ε jj )/2, i = j) contributions from which the principal spectra are determined. The examples of angular dependencies of those contributions are demonstrated in Fig. 1 for Fe at photon energies 1.3 eV and 56 eV. In Figs. 2-4 we show principal spectra of ε (0) , K, G s , 2G 44 for bcc Fe, fcc Co and fcc Ni. As those materials own point O h symmetry ∆Γ = 0. The parts of the spectra related with light absorption are shown in first four lines, whereas last four lines are related to light dispersion (determined by Kramers-Kronig relations [37] ).
Two approaches to determine principal spectra are used. (i) We determine principal spectra from ab-initio calculated ε ij for in-plane and out-of-plane magnetization scans. For both scans, the angular dependences as predicted by symmetry arguments for cubic crystals are presented in Tab. I. Knowing those dependences we can extract all principal spectra. Two pairs of spectra of G s and 2G 44 Obviously, when calculated angular dependences follow relations predicted by symmetry arguments, and when we neglect contributions of higher order effects, both approaches providing four pairs of spectra should be identical. All those principal spectra are shown in Figures 2-4 for G s and 2G 44 . One can see that although all elements and spectral ranges were calculated from equal electronic structure, there is very good agreement between all approaches in case of 2p-and 3p-edges spectral range. On the other hand, agreement between G-spectra in visible range is much smaller (particularly visible for G s in Fe). This can be also seen on Fig. 1 , where demonstrated example (Fe at 1.3 eV) where, in case of both in-plane scan and out-of-plane scans, the values of e.g. ε yy − ε zz or ε zz − ε xx are shifted. The discrepancy stems from the numerical precision of the Brillouin zone integration technique used to calculate optical properties for photon energies below about 1-2 eV. For more details see the Appendix A.
Finally, recall, for isotropic materials G s = 2G 44 . However, in 2p-edge and 3p-edge spectra, the peaks of 2G 44 and G s corresponding to L 2,3 and M 2,3 edges have roughly opposite signs, demonstrating very strong (dominating) anisotropy of quadratic effects in cubic bcc Fe, fcc Co and fcc Ni in their respective spectral ranges. Very strong anisotropy signal in XMLD is demonstrated and analysed by both experimental and theoretical calculations at both 2p-edge and 3p-edge in case of the bcc Fe and fcc Co [6, 27, 34, 35, 43] and compare the corresponding experimental spectral shapes with spectral shape of here predicted G-tensor elements (G s , G 44 ) related to the quadratic contributions of magneto-optical effects. Note also the determined Im(K), element related to the linear magneto-optical effects (middle column of Fig. 2 ) has the same spectral shape as recently measured T-MOKE spectra of bcc Fe at the 3p edges [44] .
Furthermore, Fig. 2 demonstrates (visible particularly for 3p-edges) that light absorption (ε (0) ) has form of sum of Lorentzian peaks. Then the absorption of linear element K is roughly proportional to the first derivation of
)/∂E, and quadratic elements are approximately proportional to second derivative of [28] . Notice also different spectral features in both G-spectra, e.g., in case of Fe at 4.7 eV (or Ni at 1.9 eV), there is a strong peak in G s spectra, but no such a feature in 2G 44 spectra. Similar can be told about feature for Ni at 0.4 eV, presented only in 2G 44 spectra and absent in G s spectra.
Finally notice that for (001) . Once more let us stress that spectral shapes of G-tensors can be directly compared with recorded XMLD spectra w.r.t. various M and E vectors of Refs. [6, 27, 34, 35, 43] . This can be seen also seen on expressions of Gs and 2G 44 using Kubo formula (5-6) below. (b) In case of both M and E vectors laying in (001)-plane (i.e. in-plane magnetization and normal light incidence), the isotropic part of MLB/MLD, is proportional to the term (G s + 2G 44 )/2, whereas the anisotropic part of MLB/MLD (i.e. varying with crystallographic orientation) is given by ∆G = G s − 2G 44 [45] .
III. ANALYTICAL QUANTUM-MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION
We express analytically all principal spectra ( 
where i|π ·ẑ|f is matrix elements for light polarization (electric field) alongẑ with |i , |f being initial and final electron states, respectively. Kinetic momentum operator π = p + e c A + 4mc 2 σ × ∇U is sum of canonical momentum p, vector potential of the magnetic field A and spin-orbit coupling between electron potential U and its spin σ, f (E i ), f (E f ) are occupation functions. The dispersive part of the dielectric functions are determined by Kramers-Kronig relations [37] . Note that according to Tab. I, Eq. (3) calculates imaginary part of ε zz = ε (0) +G 11 , not solely ε zz = ε (0) . However, G 11 can not be determined, as length of magnetization vector is constant for ferromagnetic materials. Hence, G 11 is inseparable part of ε (0) and we neglect it compared to ε (0) . When both magnetization and light propagation is alongẑ axis, M [001], then eigenmodes of light propagation are circularly left and circularly right polarizations. Therefore, the linear term K is given as a difference of light absorption for circularly-left and circularly-right polarizations as determined by Bruno et al [48] −ω (K(ω)) = πe
In case magnetization is along M [100] direction (i.e. alongx), the symmetry arguments predict G s = ε xx − ε yy (Tab. I). By employing Eq. (3), G s can be expressed as
This 
IV. RELATION BETWEEN PERMITTIVITY TENSOR ELEMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
The permittivity tensor phenomenologically describes optical properties of matter. In this Section, we provide a brief relation between elements of permittivity tensor and measured effects in common magnetooptical techniques.
From experimental point of view, the measured quantities are straightforwardly related with the reflectivity matrix, usually expressed in Jones formalism [49] . Then, measured optical quantities, such as Kerr effect, magnetic circular dichroism (MCD), MLD, reflectivity, magnetoreflectivity, ellipsometry etc. are directly related to this reflection matrix. In case of multilayer structure, the relation between reflection matrix and permittivities of constituent layers are routinely described by Yeh [50] or Berreman [51] formalisms, based on propagation of light eigenmodes in the layer, where eigenmodes' intensities are determined by boundary conditions on the interfaces (continuity of transversal component of electric and magnetic fields through the interfaces). As optical anisotropies are usually week, the perturbation optical approach has been developed as well [52, 53] , handling optical anisotropy as a perturbation from optical isotropic response.
Analytical solution of optical response of multilayer structure with generally optically anisotropic layers is very complicated. Hence, analytical solution is mostly expressed for two simple structures: (i) reflection on interface of bulk material. However, even in this simple case the analytical expression of reflection matrix from generally optically anisotropic media is still very complicated [54] [55] [56] [57] . (ii) ultrathin approximation, where thickness of anisotropic layer is assumed to be much thinner than wavelength of light in the material [57] [58] [59] . In this approximation, optical response can be expressed analytically rather simply.
Although different multilayer structures provides different relations between constituent permittivity tensor and reflection matrix, some relations can be generalized. In following we assume one of the following simplifications:
(a) many magnetooptical technique (e.g. MOKE, transverse MOKE (TMOKE) or XMCD) are selectively sensitive to off-diagonal permittivity elements of the FM layer. In this case, to describe effect measured by the setup, we neglect difference between the diagonal permittivity elements, and assume all diagonal permittivity elements to be equal.
(b) on contrary, MLD employs change in reflection/transmission of linearly polarized light. Hence, when handling intensities of those reflected or transmitted linearly polarized light, we can neglect influence of the off-diagonal permittivity elements and assume them vanished.
In case of (a) approximation, the reflection matrix element can be written in general form (neglecting higher orders in ε ij , i = j) as r sp = aε yx + bε zx (7) r ps = −aε xy + bε xz (8)
r ss = r 
where a, b, c, r
ss and r
pp are optical terms given by details of optical and geometrical properties of the multilayer structure, being independent on the off-diagonal permittivity of the FM layer ε ij , i = j. Note that for zero incidence angle (ϕ = 0), r As experimentally measured magnetooptical quantities are directly related to reflection matrix, we demonstrate relation between off-diagonal permittivity elements and few magnetooptic techniques:
Magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE)
The complex MOKE angle Φ = θ + i (θ is Kerr rotation, is Kerr ellipticity) can be expressed as
where A s/p , B s/p are again optical terms depending on all other optical properties of the constituent layers [4] . Note that for ϕ = 0, A s = A p and B s = B p = 0, and for small incidence angle B s ≈ B p .
Transverse MOKE (TMOKE)
TMOKE is change of p-reflectivity due to off-diagonal elements is described by term ∆r pp = c(ε yz − ε zy ), being usually induced by transverse magnetization. Then, TMOKE writes TMOKE = ∆r pp r pp = T (ε yz − ε zy ) (13) where again T is optical term depending on optical details of the multilayer.
Magnetic circular dichroism (MCD)
MCD (and obviously also XMCD) is difference of light absorption for circularly left and right polarized light. To be consistent with previous part, we express MCD in reflection, MCD=R right − R left , where R right , R left is reflection for circularly right, left polarized light, respectively:
where * denotes complex conjugation. In any case, the relations between off-diagonal permittivity elements and MCD in transmission are formally identical. Assuming small incidence angle (ϕ ≈ 0), and hence r ss ≈ −r pp , we got MCD = 2 (r ss (r * sp + r * ps )) = A MCD (ε yx − ε xy ) + B MCD (ε zx + ε xz ) (15) where again A MCD and B MCD are optical terms depending on optical details of the structure.
Magnetic linear dichroism (MLD)
In case of MLD (or XMLD), the approximation (b) is employed, assuming off-diagonal term vanished. Then, off-diagonal reflectivity coefficients vanishes as well (r sp = r ps = 0) and diagonal reflectivities can be written as r ss = r pp + v∆ε yy + w∆ε zz (17) where u, v and w are again optical terms and ∆ε xx , ∆ε yy ∆ε zz are differences of diagonal permittivity elements from from ε (0) (i.e. differences between anisotropic and isotropic permittivities). Note in case ϕ = 0 term w vanish and u = −v. Also, in case of metals, term w can be neglected as well even for non-zero incidence angle due to large refractive index of metals. MLD is defined as a difference of reflectivity (or transmittivity) between incident s and p polarized light. Further assuming ϕ = 0, MLD writes
where U is again an optical term.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we provide principal spectra, i.e. decomposition of isotropic, linear and quadratic contributions in magnetization of magnetooptic effects up to the second order in magnetization. The values of magnetooptic permittivity elements are determined as weighted sum of principal spectra, where weights are determined solely by magnetization direction. Although in X-ray range, this spectroscopy is already established, it was not introduced for visible range. In case of ferromagnetic cubic crystals owning point symmetry, all magneto-transport up to secondorder effects are described by spectra of four complex principal spectra, denoted ε 0 , K, G s and 2G 44 , as predicted by symmetry arguments. This approach expresses second-order magnetooptic properties as bulk material property, independent on sample crystallographic orientation, layer thickness, structure details etc. The principal spectra were expressed from ab-initio calculations for bcc Fe, fcc Co and fcc Ni. To extract principal spectra from ab-initio, we have used two methods (i) by comparing ab-initio calculated angular dependence of the permittivity tensor, with dependences predicted by symmetry arguments and (ii) using permittivity elements calculated for fundamental symmetry magnetization directions. We also express principal spectra analytically using modified Kubo formula. Although the spectroscopy presented here is for cubic crystals owning O h point symmetry, it can also be simply modified for materials with different crystal symmetries, higher orders in magnetizations or even different magnetotransport effects. We expect that experimental and theoretical determination of principal spectra will be routinely used in magnetooptic spectroscopy of ferromagnetic materials.
The angular dependence of ε ij on magnetization direction with respect to the crystal axes is determined by abinitio calculations. The electronic structure is determined by full potential linearised augmented plane wave method (WIEN2k code [60] ), where the exchange energy is based on local spin density approximation [61] . The spin-orbit coupling was included in a second-variation scheme [62] . The following parameters were employed: the energy cutoff, given as the product of the muffin-tin radius and the maximum reciprocal space vector was R MT K max = 8.5, the largest reciprocal vector in the charge Fourier expansion, G max , was set to 14 Ry 1/2 , and the maximum value of partial waves inside the muffin-tin spheres, l max = 10. The Brillouin zone sampling was done on grid of 27×27×27 k-points, whereas for the optical transition matrix elements [63] a finer grid of 81×81×81 was used. The optical calculations are based on Kubo formula [47] , with omitted Drude term, hence we do not present dc transport. At present, also core-hole effects are omitted. The lattice constants of studied materials are fixed being a = 2.870Å(bcc Fe), a = 3.425Å(fcc Co) and a = 3.420Å(fcc Ni) [64] .
The numerical precision shows to be limited for the beginning of the optical energy range below about 1-2 eV,i.e. the states in vicinity of the Fermi level. There may be two reasons for it: (1) the calculated transition probabilities are calculated for each pair of energy levels and for each k-point of the mesh of the reciprocal space. The integration of the Kubo formula is implemented by Blöchl-enhanced tetrahedron integration [65] , which determines mean value of a given property (e.g. transition probability) inside each tetrahedron. This mean value is calculated by weighted sum of a given property at each corner of the tetrahedron, where the weights for each stationary state (i.e. for each energy level) are calculated from eigenenergy of each k-point and value of the Fermi energy. This works well, when either initial or final tetrahedron are fully above or below Fermi level. However, in case when both initial and final states are within tetrahedrons cutting Fermi level, this approach may not work properly. This may explain, why dependence of permittivity elements on magnetization direction for photon energy below 1-2 eV are rather different from expected symmetry dependence compared to those calculated for higher photon energies. (2) In Blöchl-enhanced tetrahedron integration, the irreducible k-points are selected to fulfil that the symmetry operation copies those irreducible k-points to all k points inside the unit cell of the reciprocal space. Obviously, in the case of high symmetry structure, such as cubic crystal, the position of k-points in the unit cell follows most of symmetry operations. However, the integration employs tetrahedrons, which does not follow so many symmetry operations. For example, in case of cubic crystal, Line is fit to dependence as predicted by symmetry arguments (Tab. I). Diagonal elements (blue) corresponds to difference of diagonal permittivity elements εii − εjj, i = j, being proportional to Gs = G11 − G12. Lower triangle (green) (εij + εji)/2 is proportional to linear magnetooptic K element. Upper triangle (red) (εij − εji)/2 is proportional to 2G44 element.
the rotation by 90
• copy k-points to themselves, but the tetrahedrons are not copied to themselves. Therefore, the numerical error of the integration from different parts of the unit cell does not follow structural symmetry, which may increase error described in the previous paragraph. 
